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OSAKA GROUP SECRET SAUCE
•  Quality of Customer Relations.
•  Providing Consistent Quality of Service.
•  Service based on Ethics & Sincerity.
•  Adapting to the changes in the world and restructuring and redesigning our business model.
•  Standing by and for the Travel Fraternity and professionalism in each act we engage in.

Dr. PB Boss
Chairman & Founder

FROM THE
CHAIRMAN’S DESK
Dear Members of the Osaka Family,
As we all know, tourism is one of the most crucial economic sectors in the 
world. Even the United Nations (UN) reported that the sector employs one 
in every ten people on earth and provides livelihood to hundreds of 
millions. Just like global performance, tourism plays a major role in the 
inclusive economic growth and sustainable development of our country. 
India’s cultural diversity and breathtaking geographical landscape have 
been attracting global tourists. Hence, it is one of the top tourist destina-
tions in the world with unparalleled hospitality records. Factually, tourism 
accounts for over 2.5% of the Indian GDP and contributes over 194 billion 
INR (World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC, 2018). Also, Indian tourism 
has been responsible for contributing to 12.75% of total employment 
while generating over 87.5 million jobs in the economy. And so in the 
pre-Covid19 era, the Indian tourism sector produced over 29.9 billion USD 
as foreign exchange earnings.

With a humble beginning in 1993 as Osaka Air Travels a small travel 
agency right decisions at the right time by adding product verticals and 
maintaining the quality in customer relations have transformed into 

companies under Osaka Group) in the travel industry since 27 years. 
-

lent & innovative products / services in the travel trade only. Osaka Edu 
Care the 6th company is providing a high end quality overseas education 
consultation globally.

Our dedication to customers, innovating the way we interact with them & 
striving to deliver excellent services has made us eligible of the below 

on us

•  Topmost visa submission agent through VFS in Kerala
•  Topmost walk in Customer handling agent
•  Pioneer agents in Travel Trade
•  All Travel services under one roof 

I am delighted to launch our monthly newsletter so as to communicate the updates in the travel industry and our 
company keeps our clients, trade partners & our employees across the Globe on the Digital Platform. While we plan 

sauce that might have played vital role in maintaining the consistency in service delivery & sustaining our growth.

Geographical expansion as always exciting to observe the 
growth on the way we transform and replicate the 

 
Our intention is to start new branches in Chennai, Hyder-

quarters of 2022 .
We would like to digitally enable our operations & the 
way we interact with customers through our in-house 
CRM. Our HRMS would keep a track on our vital asset 
Human Resource giving guidance & inputs on how to 
handle the growth with consistency by maintaining the 
most skilled, pro active and sincere sta ’s dedicated to 
the industry and to  instill loyalty by gifting them with
the world’s best workplace to engage in.
As on the product side the year 2022 would be one
of the most eventful year for the company and the
industry as Osaka group would be introducing the 

brand 

Osakaconnect.com is a one-of-a-kind portal that 
integrates various 24 travel-related services in a 
single platform.

revolution in the travel industry and would enable 
and empower who are ready for the Digital Transfor-
mation of business as our intention is to ‘GROW 
TOGETHER‘. Osaka Group is working towards being 
the  world leader in travel management trade. 
Osaka Group of companies aims to contribute to the 
Indian economy by facilitating and easing the move-
ment of people and generating more employment. 
We intend to bloom and grow into an MNC by 2025 
by enlarging our outreach and performance in the 
tourism sector. Also, there has indeed been uneasi-
ness and apprehensions regarding the new variant of 
Omicron, but we hope that the year 2022 will be more 
kind and prosperous to all of us. And so, on the behalf 
of the company and the Osaka family, I extend warm 

OUR PLANS FOR 2022 & THE WAY FORWARD
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Jayaraj PS
General Manager

The concept of travel is in the blood of Human and Animal from the beginning itself. So, whatever happens 

to travel. But in this pandemic they should follow many rules of respective countries, states, even small 
places; however people will travel that’s for sure.

Hassle free travel in the pandemic is a knowledge grabbing stage of each traveller. Knowledge updating 
process in this digital era is not at all a tough thing but of course the right information from the right and 
trustable source matters a lot to ease the travel process of each traveller. There are many reputed travel 
agencies globally with passionate team members in the travel industry like us (Osaka Group). Who take 
care of their travellers personally by passing the correct information at the correct time regarding airline, 
route, destinations, accommodations, transfers, Covid-19 protocols etc.

points with our customers. We have ensured that our posts on Social media are more of informative and 
educative intentions. Also we make sure that we promote the destinations & the travel products based on 
the travel feasibility to the destinations. Osaka team is committed to giving the right information at the right 
times through credible & authoritative sources. Our all new newsletter too would be committed to giving 

Hassle free travel is a process created from the pure and correct knowledge from the correct team at the 
correct time.

Though the youngest vertical company of Osaka Group, Osaka Educare is growing up as a strong pillar of 
the group, providing services to all other vertical companies.

Educare has completed two successful years in overseas education consultation. Within this short period, 
we are accredited by British Council, ICEF and QEAC which add golden feathers to the entire group as well.

Currently Educare is doing UK, Canada, Dubai and USA. Soon we will be starting to assist students to contin-
ue their studies with promising courses in Bosnia, Italy and Germany.

Educare is mainly focussing quality service to our students. Along with consultation, we do assist in IELTS 
coaching, SOP and resume creation, fee transfer, CA attestation, medical appointments, interview training, 

We do appreciate the continuous support from all our colleagues till today.

Mrs. Bissy Boss
Director

HASSLE FREE TRAVEL
DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
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CHOKRAMUDI PEAK

thrilling trekking experience for enthusiasts. This is a scenic 
trek through varying landscapes such as the hardy volcanic 
rock face, thick shola forest and through grasslands and 

-

catch a glimpse of the rare Nilgiri Tahr, an endangered species 

Key attractions: Trekking, Lockhart Estate, Sunrise, Wildlife 
spotting.

TOP VALLEY TREK
This trek requires a 29 km (45 minutes to 01 hour) drive from 
Munnar to the starting point of the trek at Yellapetty. The drive 
takes us through one of the most scenic routes in Munnar 

 
the rains there are chances to encounter leeches, and

Key attractions: Yellapetty village, Kundala Dam, Sunrise, Trekking.

MEESAPULIMALA

through Eucalyptus plantations, pine forest,

Meesapulimalai on the Kerala-Tamil Nadu 

under Kerala forest department, it is completely 
safe for all people. You have to reach the camp-

starting point of the Meesapulimala trek. One 

Key attractions: Silent Valley estate, Kuttiyar Valley, 
Rhodo Mansion Stay / Silent valley base camp stay, 

dam, anayirangal dam, Mathikettan Shola, Chokra-
mudi, Kodaikanal, Madurai (if sky is clear), Rhodo-

LOCKHART TEA TRAIL

Key attractions: 

CHINNAR WILDLIFE SANCTUARY

 
-

-

Key attractions: Kootar Trek, Eravikulam Park, 8th mile, Thoova-

PAMBADUM SHOLA NATIONAL PARK

Key attractions: 

KOLUKKUMALAI
Kolukkumalai is a small tea plantation village near Munnar. It 

-
ing of tea in one of the tea factories. This is the perfect oppor-

nature. 
tea plantations and the Lockhart gap, to reach the village of 

Tamil Nadu and Meesapulimala, the second highest peak in 

Key attractions: 

TREKKING TALES
A glimpse of my recent trekking trip to Munnar

www.osakaair.com

By Adarsh
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1) TRAVEL CONSULTANTS
WOULD BE A MANDATE 

By  Sharathchandran S.

By  Vineeth Venugopal

WE ARE JUST BEGINNING TO
EXPLORE THE WORLD

DIGITAL
ERA OF
TOURISM

exploring. Now it is just a matter of time when the countries announce the opening of borders and easing  the travel restrictions 
that people would start exploring both the visited, trending and new destinations. Here we are just listing the changes that would 
be vital driving factors during the  post pandemic travel.

The travel of coming years would require more advises 
from the Travel Consultants ever from COVID protocols to 
the new destinations coming up the travel consultants are 

Getting the right information from the right sources is vital 
and Travel Consultants having access with personal 
relations  to embassies, tourism boards, airlines, DMC’s 

matrix of information which just has to be served to the 
travellers in the right format.

a 

second and an entire trip can be planned with a few taps of 

travel”.

accessible and convenient than ever before.

social behaviors worldwide. However, the major challenge is 

the GDP of many tourist destinations globally. The tourism 
st century is anticipated to be a radical devel-

opment of information and interaction tools. One such 
dramatic expression in establishing a tourist product is service 
in the hospitality industry, which is the beginning of an entirely 
innovative digital tourism path. Digital technologies are a vital 
and integral part of many businesses in the world.The tourism 

-
tial impact on potential tourists, and technological advance-
ment is the tourism industry’s premium Future.
A catalyst for the explosion of the sharing economy
Travel is essentially about connecting people and places. 
Leveraging technology such as near-universal high-speed 
internet connectivity, search and geolocation technologies, 
mobile payments and social platforms, these connections 
have evolved and one industry-changing development has 
been the explosion of the sharing economy.
Zooming in on hyper-personalisation 
One big advantage of digitalisation is the ability to harvest 
data and analytics. Consumers want to feel special and expect 
personalisation of service and experience. By capturing 
personal data from customers and learning more about their 
behavioural patterns, companies are increasingly optimising 
services across the customer journey.

Breaking boundaries and establishing bridges
In previous decades, North America and Europe have domi-

travel will come from Africa, Asia and the Middle East, accord-
ing to the World Economic Forum. China in particular is a 
major driver of growth in global tourism - a powerful factor in 
shifting usage of technology as the Chinese middle class 
travels farther to unexplored destinations. 
Redefining destination marketing strategy

need to change from a consumer model into a hosting model, 

managing the DMCs.

engage with a visitor through all stages of their experience, 

exponentially larger audiences. This societal shift has turned 

-

users regularly share their travel experiences on the web, 
even outside their circle of friends and relatives.

-
one's sustainability.
Its great to be part of it, and being the change for the beautiful 
tomorrow. 

For the mother nature for the beautiful earth.

2) FLEXIBILITY IS THE KEY

-

nearer to the travel dates to avoid cancellation charges & 
refund process. 

4) A NEW ERA OF
ROAD TRIPS & SELF DRIVES
As these days  the protocols & regulations  at 

other day road trips & self drive trips are a safer bet 

times add to the value of the travel and help us in 
exploring unexplored destinations or tourists spots 
which would never have been visited in the usual 

5) LESSER DURATIONS
As we are all prone to the ‘testing the waters 
syndrome’ since young age; travel pattern too would 

choices near to homes and for shorter durations. 

How each and every factor in addition to the above 

trends of the future, launching innovative products 
& transforming to Digital platforms to communicate 

Osaka Group as a team is com-
mitted to the customers and carry on the legacy 
it has carried since 28 years and still counting 

3)  STAYCATIONS / WORKATIONS
Being close to the home yet having a mood for an Holiday 
is the safest way to enjoy your Holidays for the coming few 

-
scapes and being close to their homes would give them an 
emotional security that in case of any unexpected events 
they are still a few hours away which actually evades the 

positive impact on the overheads which in turn enhances

exciting locations which would increase the produc-
tivity and also morale of the employees.
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FROM THE

GALLERY 

Team
Osaka

Jayaraj PS
General Manager Osaka Group

Jolly TD
Deputy General Manager Osaka Air Travels

Jomon Jose
Sr. Manager Accounts Osaka Group

Sunu P Sukumaran
Deputy Manager Osaka Air Travels Pvt Ltd

Osaka Group
Team Leaders
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Recognised by Govt. of India - Authorised Foreign Money Changer
Recognized by Government of India Authorized Tour Operator
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+91 8589 978 777  |  +91 9496 411 677  |  info@osakaair.com  |  www.osakaair.com

Head Office Cochin Branch

Tel. +91 484 2455216, Osaka Bhavan
Thrissur Road, Angamaly

Tel. +91 484 663 7777, 4th Floor, KSRTC
complex, Angamaly, Kerala, India

Angamaly Branch

228 Second Floor Somdatt
Chamber-2, 9, Bhikaji Cama Place,

New Delhi - 110066

No. 2906, 2907, Lahe Lahe, HAL 2nd Stage
Indiranagar Near ISRO compound, Kodihalli,

Bengaluru, Karnataka - 560008

Room No.14 , 2nd Floor,
Krishna Niwas, 281, S.B.S. Road,

Fort, Mumbai - 400001

Bengaluru Branch Mumbai Branch New Delhi Branch

Tel. +91 484 401 9444,  235 0005
Usnaz Tower, 4th Floor, M.G. Road, Cochin


